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Abstract Efficiently vectorizing code that contains control-flow is still a major challenge, despite considerable effort and improvement in recent years. Divergence analysis aims to identify uniform branches which can be vectorized efficiently. Yet such static analysis has its inherent limitation, and branches may exhibit divergent behavior at runtime. Branches that cannot be determined statically to be uniform are vectorized by first converting their control flow into data flow using predication, which entails inherent inefficiencies. We examined a common OpenCL benchmark suite, with the potential of vectorizing work-item loops iterating over entire kernels with control flow. Surprisingly, we found that more than half of the branches executed exhibit uniform behavior, yet currently result in predication. Such branches could potentially jump to better optimized, non predicated vectorized code instead. In this paper we propose to duplicate code regions that undergo predication, keeping the original code as a uniform version, and employ runtime tests that check if control must pass to the predicated version or can continue to execute the uniform version. We implemented our proposed scheme in an OpenCL vectorizing compiler and measured the performance with and without our optimization. Measurements show that this optimization improves performance significantly, with average geomean speedup of 1.17× and individual improvements up to 2.36× over currently vectorized and optimized code.



1.



Introduction



In recent years computer architectures continue to offer more parallelism capabilities, not only by increasing the number of independent cores and threads but also by widening vector registers and enhancing associated SIMD instructions. To benefit from such wide vector capabilities, compilation techniques such as loop vectorization have been devised, where appropriate loops in the program are strip-mined and mapped to SIMD instructions such that iteration i of the loop corresponds to element i of the vector. Each original (scalar) value inside a vectorized loop is typically expanded into a vector, unless the value is known to be loop invariant inwhich case it may remain a scalar. Consequently, operations manipulating values that have been expanded into vectors are mapped to SIMD instructions.
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1: Control-flow: 2: if (a > b) 3: c = 2*a; 4: else 5: c = 2*b; 6: 7: Data-flow using predication: 8: bool p = a > b; 9: c = 2*a (p); 10: c = 2*b (¯ p); 11: 12: Data-flow using selects: 13: bool predicate = a > b; 14: t1 = 2*a; 15: t2 = 2*b; 16: c = select (predicate, t1, t2);



Figure 1. Control-Flow to Data-Flow Conversions



OpenCL and CUDA are programming languages specifically designed to support data parallel programming in an SPMD (Same Program Multiple Data) paradigm: the same code is invoked repeatedly on different data, where multiple invocations may execute concurrently and in parallel. In OpenCL, such code segments are C functions called “kernels” and each individual instance is referred to as a “work-item”. In order to harness the dedicated SIMD instructions and gain further parallelism we can vectorize the loop over work-items which invokes a kernel, effectively mapping the entire kernel to SIMD instructions. Thus each element of a vector corresponds to a specific work-item. When vectorizing a loop encompassing complex code, special attention must be given to control-flow operations such as conditional branches and branches of inner loops. Branch conditions in general translate into a vector of conditions, where each element dictates whether the branch is to be taken. If these conditions are known at compile-time to be loop invariant (wrt to the enclosing, vectorized loop), we may keep the original scalar branch in tact. Such branches are called “uniform”. However, if these conditions evaluate differently for different iterations, a situation known as “divergence”, we cannot directly vectorize the corresponding branch. The common remedy to a divergent branch is “if-conversion”, which converts the controlflow into data-flow using predicates: all instructions in the “then” clause execute under a predicate p, and all instructions in the “else” clause (if exists) execute under the complimentary predicate p¯. An example of control-flow to data-flow conversion is depicted in Figure 1. The resulting code is then easily vectorized by expanding the predicates into vector masks. A similar treatment is applied to loops whose latch branches are divergent, implying that different vector elements have different loop trip counts. A mask is maintained for such divergent loops indicating which elements are still iterating, and the loop is modified to iterate as long as this mask is not empty.



Another possible remedy to divergent branches, commonly used in graphic processing units(GPUs) is known as “reconvergence stack”: different control flow paths are pushed into the stack, and later popped to allow reconvergence. This technique naturally has its benefits and drawbacks, and optimizing it is an active field of research (see, for example, Diamos et al [3]). However, in this work we focus exclusively on the “if-conversion” technique, commonly used in CPUs and in Intel’s many integrated core (MIC) architecture. After divergent branches have been dealt with and vectorized (both conditional and loop branches), every SIMD instruction that is control dependent on such a branch is added a vector mask as one of its parameters. The mask records which vector elements should participate in the execution of the instruction, and which should be ignored. In our setting, each bit in such a mask corresponds to a single (original) work-item, and the mask is calculated at runtime in accordance with the control flow: a bit is turned on iff the corresponding work-item logically reached the instruction. Static analysis techniques are typically employed to identify branches as uniform or divergent. However, many branches recognized statically as divergent exhibit in practice uniform behavior at runtime, at least partially. This disparity is due to limitation of static analysis, and also due to sporadic divergence behavior. Such behavior leads to two special cases involving redundant masks that are of particular interest: when a mask is empty (all bits are off) and when a mask is full (all bits are on). In the first case there is no need to execute the corresponding basic-block at all, as all its instructions are effectively no-ops. Shin and Hall [12] suggested to dynamically test a mask during runtime and bypass the unnecessary instructions if the mask is empty. Shin [11] later enhanced this technique, optimizing the conditions checked and the placement of bypasses. In this paper we examine the case when a mask is full. In such a case the mask is redundant, and it is generally preferred to execute the corresponding instructions without it. This is because certain SIMD architectures, including SIMD extensions to currect CPUs, do not support masked vector instructions fully or as efficiently as the non-masked instructions. Our main idea is to duplicate the divergent regions of the code, maintaining both a mask-less uniform version which preserves the original control flow and a masked predicated version as generated by the vectorization process described above. A vectorized region typically starts to execute its uniform version, where masks are tested dynamically at each divergent branch, switching control to the predicated version on demand. In our scheme, vectorization essentially translates bi-directional divergent branches in the uniform version into tri-directional vector tests: all taken, all not taken, and predicated. Our scheme for duplicating code entails several complications which are substantially more difficult to handle than the process of bypassing empty masked code. Nevertheless, we will demonstrate that this process is beneficial. We show that on typical benchmarks, a surprisingly high portion of masks are full during execution, yet are not determined to be full statically. Correspondingly, our optimization yields a significant runtime improvement over existing static techniques. We implemented our optimization using LLVM [6], as part of an OpenCL [8] compiler. In particular, we operate in an SSA-form environment and incorporate our optimization as an integral part of the vectorization process. Karrenberg and Hack [9] showed that performing vectorization late in the LLVM compilation process has several key advantages, such as not obstructing other compiler optimizations. Our work builds on their ideas, and extends them to support our scheme.



Figure 2. Frequency of Different Types of Branches Our technique is not limited for OpenCL, and is applicable to other data parallel languages including RenderScript [4] and ISPC [5]. It can also be used to enhance loop vectorization in general, e.g., OpenMP4.0 [7].



2. Motivation The motivation of our work is simple. Masked vector instructions, in particular loads and stores, are often significantly slower than their unmasked couterparts, so it is preferable to use the latter as much as possible. When a mask is full, there is an opportunity to do so. Thus, the next question should be: how frequently do masked instructions execute with full masks? We answered this question with regard to the Rodinia suite [1, 2] which is a benchmark suite designed for heterogenous computing. We used a vectorizing compiler and instrumented instructions to dynamically count four types of branches. The results are given in Figure 2. The first three types consider branches that were statically identified as divergent. In such cases, we do not count the branches directly as they are no longer there: they are converted into data flow. Instead, for each such branch we consider the entry masks of its successor blocks, each time they execute. (Note that each execution indeed corresponds to a new evaluation of the branch.) If a successor block has a full mask, we increment the first counter (dark-grey). If a successor block has an empty mask, we increment the second counter (light-grey). In the case of an empty mask the block itself is not executed, but bypassed. Otherwise, if a successor block has a non trivial mask, this indicates true divergence, and we increment the third counter (grey). The last (black) counter counts how many times branches that were statically identified as uniform are executed. The results show that a surprisingly high portion of branch executions belongs to the first group (on average: 46%). In fact, for some benchmarks, these branches are a vast majority, as high as 97%. This indicates a high frequency of execution of masked instructions with full masks. If we take into account that the second counter indicates bypassed blocks, which results in no execution at all, this becomes even more impressive. Finally, note that the frequency of executing branch instructions which are dynamically divergent is quite low (on average: 11%). Thus, if we consider only execution of masked instructions, then in a staggering 80% of the cases, the mask is full. Recall that empty masks results in no execution at all, and statically identified uniform branches result in the execution of unmasked instructions.



3. Outline Vectorizing code with no divergent control flow is relatively straightforward. In order to remedy divergent control flow, the code is predicated prior to vectorization. Our optimization executes in



the predication phase; we do not intervene in the vectorization process itself. The output of the predication phase is not yet vectorized, but it can safely be vectorized without worrying about divergent control flow. In this section we briefly outline our process for optimized predication which includes the following set of steps. Full details are given in Section 4. Step 0: Preparatory Analysis. A preliminary step to our process is to identify which basic-blocks should be predicated. These are the basic-blocks that reside in divergent code regions, which are control-dependent on divergent branches. We employ static analysis to identify these regions, as described by Karrenberg and Hack [10]. A divergent region has a single entry and a single exit. Normally, the entry is a basic-block that follows a divergent branch. If another nested divergent branch resides inside a divergent region, then there will be divergent sub-regions inside a divergent region. An example for this situation is given in Section 4.1. Step 1: Code Duplication. The first transformation step duplicates all blocks that require predication. The original copies serve our uniform version, and the new duplicated copies form the basis for the predicated version. Note that duplicated basicblocks are not identical to their original form: they differ in the instructions’ arguments. This is especially true because we operate in SSA-form code. For example, when duplicating an add instruction which arguments are a variable a and the constant 1, the constant 1 will obviously remain the same in the new copy of the instruction, but the variable a might need to be replaced. It is possible, for instance, that a is defined in the uniform (original) version, and does not exist in the predicated (duplicated) version. In such a case, instead of using a we will use a predicated version of it. The exact rules of choosing the correct arguments for each instruction are quite complex, and are discussed at length in the next section. Step 2: Masks Generation. The next step introduces mask manipulating instructions into the code. Each relevant basic-block and edge are assigned a mask which tracks the work-items that reach it. These masks are calculated in both uniform and predicated versions. Moreover, the two versions share these masks between them. In essence, the uniform and predicated versions of a block execute the same logic, albeit in different ways, the uniform version specialized for the full mask case. Step 3: Instruction Predication of Predicated Version. After masks have been introduced, the actual predication takes place. The instructions of the predicated version are replaced by instructions that depend on these masks. The uniform (original) version remains in tact. Step 4: Linearization. The next step flattens the control flow of the predicated version by removing conditional branches, with the exception of loop latches. Like the previous step, it does not affect the uniform version. Step 5: Connect Uniform and Predicated Versions. Once the code of the predicated version is linearized, it is ready to be fully connected to the uniform version. In this step we visit every block of the uniform version ending with a divergent control flow, and introduce a test checking if the associated mask is full; if so we continue execution within the uniform version. However, if the mask of the next block is not full, control must switch to the predicated version immediately; the uniform version does not support execution of blocks with partial masks.



1: kernel void example( global int *data) { 2: int size = get global size(0); // uniform 3: int id = get global id(0); // divergent 4: int k = id; 5: k = k + 1; 6: if (size > 10) { // uniform 7: k = k + 2; 8: while (data[id+1] > k) { // divergent 9: k = k + 3; 10: if (k % 2 == 0) { // divergent 11: k = k + 4; } 12: else { // divergent 13: k = k + 5; } } } 14: else { // uniform 15: k = k + 6; } 16: k = k + 7; // uniform 17: data[id] = k; 18: return; 19: }



Figure 3. Example OpenCL Code



Once control reaches the predicated version it remains there until it reaches a block having no predicated version. That is, until it reaches the end of the divergent region. Blocks of the predicated version have already been connected to successor blocks of the uniform version during step 1 when created, whenever these successor blocks had no predicated version. At these points control switches back to the uniform version. Step 6: Updating Arguments for Instructions. The new control flow which includes the transitions between the uniform and predicated versions affects the arguments of certain instructions. This step updates these arguments accordingly. Step 7: Introducing Empty Mask Bypasses. As a final step, masks in the predicated version are tested for emptiness after their definition, and the corresponding code is bypassed accordingly. The mechanism for doing so is similar to the one described by Shin [11], although in our cases fewer bypasses are needed. Some of these bypasses are rendered useless by our process, as they are subsumed by branches in the uniform version deciding whether to enter the predicated version in the first place. In the next sections we dive into each step and describe it in further detail, accompanied with a running example.



4. The Predication Process Details To further explain our optimized predication process we use the skeletal OpenCL kernel given in Figure 3 as a running example. The notation is easy to follow also for readers unfamiliar with the OpenCL syntax. The input variable data is a global array shared by all work-items. The method get global size() returns the total number of work-items; thus its returned value is identical for all work-items. The method get global id() returns the specific id of the work-item; thus it returns a distinct value for each work-item. 4.1 Preparatory Analysis Figure 4(a) depicts the control flow graph for the example code of Figure 3. Dashed arrows denote divergent control flow. We use the numeric value added to variable k to denote the corresponding basic-block. Each loop is assumed to have a single preheader and a single latch block. Likewise, we assume each basic-block has at most two predecessors. Preparations to enforce these assumptions result in the preheader, latch and auxiliary basicblocks. These pre-conditions are satisfied by executing several standard LLVM passes.



1: basic-block k+=3 (uniform version 4.2): 2: %1 = ϕ-func((%latch-val,latch),(%pre-loop-val,preheader)) 3: %add = %1 + 3 4: %mod = %add & 0x2 5: %cmp = (%mod == 0) 6: branch (%cmp, k+=5, k+=4) 7: 8: basic-block p-k+=3 (predicated version 4.2): 9: %2 = ϕ-func((%p-latch-val,p-latch),(%pre-loop-val,p-preheader)) 10: %p-add = %2 + 3 11: %p-mod = %p-add & 0x2 12: %p-cmp = (%p-mod == 0) 13: branch (%p-cmp, p-k+=5, p-k+=4)



Figure 5. Duplicate Versions of the K+=3 Basic-Block Figure 4. The Control Flow Graph As a preliminary step we analyze the control flow to identify divergent branches and determine which basic-blocks should be predicated. The required analysis is discussed in [10] and is not elaborated in this paper. In our running example, the control flow in lines 8, 10 and 12 is divergent. This is because their conditions depend on the value returned in line 3 from method get global id(), and this value varies across work-items. The control flow in lines 6 and 14 however is not divergent, because size is the same for all work-items. The five basic-blocks surrounded by a square box are those that should be duplicated and predicated. They are a single divergent region, with a single entry and a single exit. Each of basic blocks k+=4 and k+=5 is a divergent sub-region. They follow the divergent branch in basic block k+=3, which already resides in the divergent region. Blocks other than the five divergent ones will always be executed by either all work-items, or by none of them. 4.2



Code Duplication



In this step the blocks that were identified in Subsection 4.1 are duplicated, keeping the original copy as the uniform block and treating the duplicated copy as the predicated block. All instructions inside such blocks are duplicated. This includes branch instructions, though they will soon be replaced by the linearization process (Subsection 4.5). Duplicate branch instructions target duplicate successor blocks (in the predicated version) if such blocks exist, otherwise they target the corresponding block in the uniform version. Selecting the correct arguments for a duplicated instruction requires care. This is especially true because the code is given and maintained in SSA (Static-Single-Assignment) form. Consider our OpenCL code example. While in the OpenCL representation k is a single variable, in LLVM-IR each instruction that adds a constant to k creates a new SSA variable. Examine the two versions of the k+=3 basic-block depicted in Figure 5, representing the uniform and predicated version of this block after duplication (the uniform version being identical to the original at this stage). In the uniform version %1 holds the value of k coming into this basic-block. Thus, it is the result of a ϕ-function that takes the appropriate value depending on the predecessor: the value from before entering the loop if this is the first iteration, or otherwise the value from the previous iteration. In the predicated version the corresponding value is held in %2. The arguments of the ϕ-function feeding %2 are somewhat different than those feeding %1. The incoming blocks are replaced with the predicated versions of the blocks, as both latch and preheader blocks are duplicated. The value before entering the loop, %preloop-val, is computed in basic-block k+=2 which is not duplicated, therefore this value remains unchanged. The value from the previous iteration, %latch-val, has a predicated version %p-latch-val, which is used if the predecessor is p-latch.



Block duplication is, however, only an intermediate phase. The final arguments of the instructions will have to be reconsidered after the uniform and predicated versions are connected to form one CFG (Control Flow Graph). When introducing transitions between the two versions, ϕ-functions might be required to choose the right argument. This is discussed at length in Section 4.7. 4.3 Masks Generation The logic we use for manipulating masks is straight-forward and similar to the one used by Karrenberg and Hack [9]. The main difference is that in our case the masks are shared between the predicated and uniform versions, as they are part of the shared state. For example, the mask on the edge from basic-block k+=3 to basicblock k+=5 is the same as the mask between the predicated versions of these blocks. We thus have a mask for each logical edge, even if it has more than one physical representation. For simplicity (unlike [9]) we allocate a memory variable for each such mask. This makes it easier for the two versions to share the same mask. After completing the vectorization process, these memory variables can be promoted to registers via standard compiler optimizations, such as LLVM’s mem2reg. Every logical edge and every logical block has a mask. Instructions that computes each block’s entry mask are entered to the beginning of the block. A block’s entry mask is the disjunction of all its incoming edges. There is no need to compute the entry masks in the uniform version — they are full by definition. The predicated version must explicitly compute entry masks for blocks, as they will be used to predicate the instructions in the block during the predication stage (Subsection 4.4). The computed entry mask (or simply all-ones in the uniform version) is stored into its associated memory variable. Even full entry-masks of the uniform version might later be needed in the predicated version, as the predicates for select instructions (see Section 4.4). LLVM optimizations will later remove any unnecessary stores and mask computations. Edge masks are computed for both uniform and predicated versions. An edge mask from block A to block B is the conjunction of A’s entry mask (full in the uniform version) and the branch condition from A to B. We also maintain a mask for every loop, which represents all work-items that are currently iterating inside the loop (similar to [9]). If a loop has multiple exits, we also maintain a mask for each exit which holds all work-items that left the loop through this edge. In the predicated version, the loop is executed as long as its mask is not empty. There is an additional subtle point to consider, which was not relevant in previous work: an edge mask A → B must be kept up-to-date even if block A is not executed at all. To understand why, consider the control flow graph depicted in Figure 6, where all branches are assumed to be divergent. All blocks excluding A



Figure 6. The Need for Masks’ Initialization



will be duplicated to form a predicated version. Suppose that in some iterations the branch at the end of B is dynamically uniform, keeping control withing the uniform version, say moving to block C. Further suppose that the branch at the end of C is dynamically divergent, and thus control will move from C to the predicated version. Now, the entry mask of block F will be computed as the disjunction of masks C → F and D → F . Thus, it is crucial that mask D → F holds a valid value, and not say the value of the previous iteration (if any). The valid value is empty: control never reached D in the current iteration because no work-items needed to execute it. Thus, the edge masks leaving D should be empty. To conclude, edge masks should be initialized to empty. Moreover, they must be re-set to empty before each iteration of the relevant loop. The following rules define where an edge mask A → B should be emptied: • If the edge mask does not breach loop boundaries:



If A is the loop header, or the entry block of the function, the mask needn’t be emptied. Otherwise, the mask should be emptied in the uniform version of the loop’s header (or in the function’s entry block if A and B are not inside a loop) • If A’s loop is nested inside B’s loop (or B is not in a loop), then



the mask should be emptied in the uniform version of B’s loop header (or the function’s entry block). • If B’s loop is nested inside A’s loop (or A is not in a loop), then



the mask should be emptied in the uniform version of A’s loop header (or the function’s entry block). 4.4



Figure 7. The Control Flow Graph After Linearization. The control flow of the predicated version (left five blocks) was flattened, while the control flow of the uniform version remained in tact



ner loop with live-out variables, each vector element needs to track its value for this variable, which corresponds to the last iteration in which the element was active. To achieve this, a blend instruction repeatedly chooses between the value computed in the current iteration and the value recorded from the previous iteration, according to the loop mask which holds all elements currently active in the loop. The above process known as loop blending [9] has two important implications for our scheme that must be considered. First, if we start executing a loop in the uniform version, and later switch to the predicated version when some of the elements leave, we must record the values of the last iteration and feed them to the predicated version. This need not be done in every iteration, only in the transition to the predicated version, as further discussed in Subsection 4.6. Second, when collecting the arguments of an instruction and considering which version to use (Subsection 4.7), some values may have three instead of two possible values: the uniform value, the original predicated value to be used inside loop boundaries, and the predicated blend value to be used outside loop boundaries. This point will also be further discussed.



Instruction Predication of Predicated Version



After masks have been introduced they are used to predicate instructions, feed select instructions and blend loops [9]. Predicating an instruction makes its execution conditional on a predicate bit: if the predicate is on, the instruction operates as usual; if the predicate is off, the instruction punts to being a no-op (see Figure 1). When vectorizing a predicated instruction, its predicate bit is expanded into a vector mask. Finally, when converting into machine code an appropriate SIMD instruction is chosen if possible. Otherwise the vectorized predicated instruction is typically scalarized, effectively undoing its vectorization. Select instructions operate on a predicate and two arguments, returning one of the latter according to the value of the former (similar to the ’?’ operator in C; see Figure 1). When vectorizing a select instruction, the predicate and two arguments are expanded into a vector mask and two vector arguments, respectively. Each vector element is selected independently, to form a vector blend instruction. In particular, ϕ-functions are effectively select instructions, and are replaced by blend instructions during the next stage (apart from those on loop headers; see Subsection 4.5). Additionally, blend instructions are also used to support loop live-out variables. When vectorizing a region that contains an in-



4.5



Linearization



After masks have been introduced and instructions have been predicated, it is time to drop the divergent branches themselves from the predicated version by ordering the predicated basic blocks appropriately, complying with the following three restrictions. First, every loop retrains its backarc, to be taken as long as the loop mask is not empty. Second, other than loop headers, a block cannot come before any of its predecessors. Third, the blocks of each divergent sub-region should be ordered consecutively (not interleaved with each other). The CFG of our running example after linearization is depicted at Figure 7. A function may have several disjoint divergent regions, separated by uniform regions. Each divergent region is linearized independently. After linearizing a divergent region, its first basic block will still have no predecessors. These will be identified later when setting the transitions from the uniform version to the predicated version. On the other end, control flow out of the last block of a divergent region remains in tact for now, leading into the uniform version, as was constructed during block duplication. Some refinements will be made to this control flow in the next stage (Subsection 4.6).



4.6



Connect Uniform and Predicated Versions



After the predicated version has been linearized, it is ready to be integrated with the uniform version to form one joint control flow graph. For our running example this graph is depicted in Figure 8, and formed as follows. First, each divergent branch in the uniform version is addressed. Such a branch has two associated edge masks, leading to two successor blocks taken and fallthrough. We select one of these edge masks, say the one leading to taken, and insert a runtime test to check if it is full. If so, control remains within the uniform version, and moves to the taken block. Otherwise, if the mask is not full, control moves to a newly created block named test mask where another runtime test checks if the mask is empty1 . If the mask is empty, again control remains within the uniform version, and moves to the fallthrough block. If the mask is found to be neither full nor empty, control is effectively diverging, and we must leave the uniform version and transfer control over to the predicated version. If only one of the taken, fallthrough successors has a predicated version, as is the case in the first divergent control flow of our running example, control moves to it. If both taken and fallthrough have predicated versions, control is trasferred to the first of the predicated blocks in the linearized order, which is an entry point to its divergent region. This way, both blocks will be executed (along with their entire divergent region), as needed. If control moves from the uniform version to the predicated version during execution of a loop, we need to consider loop blending. As mentioned in Section 4.4, variables that live past the loop boundaries are assigned memory locations to hold their values from a previous iteration and feed the predicated version of the loop. Before moving to the predicated version, the value of the last iteration executed in the uniform version is stored in this location. This is done inside new basic-block(s), named store. In our running example, the variable k lives past loop boundaries. In the SSA representation of the code k is represented by several SSA variables. The value that we save in the store block is not the variable that lives past loop boundaries in the predicated version, but the uniform version of it. When a latch control flow is divergent, like in our running example, we create a new header block in the predicated version of the loop. The new header is inserted between the pre-header and the original header. The ϕ-functions from the original header are moved to the new header. The old header will have ϕ-functions of its own, which will be inserted later (Subsection 4.7). The new header is essential in order to satisfy the condition that every block has at most two-predecessors. If this condition is dropped, this extra block can be avoided, and the ϕ-functions of the original header will have three possible values. The new header also simplifies the next phase of our process (Subsection 4.7), that can now assume control never moves from the uniform version directly into a loop header in the predicated version. Moving back from the predicated version to the uniform one is simpler, but still not trivial. The join point in the running example is the auxiliary block. If the join point starts with ϕ-functions, then care is needed. ϕ-function can only serve the correct purpose when the control reaches the join point from the uniform version. When coming from the predicated version, select instructions are needed. This is similar to the replacement of other ϕ-functions in the predicated version (apart from loop headers, which maintain their original ϕ-functions). Thus, two additional basic blocks are added into the CFG. A ϕ-functions block is inserted between the uniform predecessors of the join point and the join point itself. The ϕ-functions of the 1 Alternatively



one can test whether the mask of the other edge is full.



Figure 8. The Control Flow Graph After Combining the Versions join point are moved into it. A selects basic block is inserted between the predicated predecessor and the join point. It holds selects instructions that are equivalent to the ϕ-functions. The join point itself holds new ϕ-functions, choosing between the select values from the selects block, and the ϕ-function values from the ϕfunctions block. Users of the original ϕ-functions, which are now in the ϕ-functions block, should instead use the new ϕ-functions inside the join point. 4.7 Choosing the Correct Instructions’ Arguments Until now, the instructions’ arguments in the uniform version were taken from the uniform version. Instructions’ arguments in the predicated version were taken from the predicated version if corresponding predicated values existed, and from the uniform version otherwise. This approach is correct as long as there are no transitions from the uniform version to the predicated one between the value’s creation (declaration) and its usage. We refer to a block in the predicated version that has a uniform predecessor as an entry point to the predicated version. As before, we refer to a block in the unifrom version that has both a predicated and a uniform predecessor as a join point2 . To choose the correct arguments for every instruction, all the instructions in the predicated version are considered. For each instruction, all of its users are considered, sorted according to the linearized-order. The entry points that are on a path from the instruction to a user are handled, according to their order, in the following way. A ϕ-function is inserted at the top of each relevant entry. If the predecessor is the uniform predecessor, then the ϕ-function gets the uniform value of the instruction. If the predecessor is the predicated one, then the ϕ-function gets the predicated value, and replaces the predicated value from now on. I.e., the ϕ-function in the first entry that is handled this way (for each instruction) uses the original predicated value. The ϕ-functions at the rest of the entries uses the value of the ϕ-function before them as the predicated value. The original users of the predicated instruction replace their argument with the ϕ-function in the last entry on the path to them. 2 Test



mask, store, and ϕ-functions blocks inserted in the previous phase are considered part of the uniform version. Selects blocks are considered part of the predicated version.



In Figure 9, a simplified version of (most of) the predicatedversion’s code is given. It is provided both before and after the current phase. The variable %2 is created in the new header, and is used in block p-k+=3. p-k+=3 is also an entry from the uniform version. This entry is on a path between the creation of %2 and a user of it, so a ϕ-function is inserted at the entry, to choose the correct value. The case is similar for the variable %p-add, which is created in basic block p-k+=3, and is used in basic blocks p-k+=4 and p-k+=5. Our running example is relatively simple, and does not contain chains of ϕ-functions. Were the variable %2 also used later in the code, for example, in basic block p-k+=4, the situation would have been different. In such a case, another ϕ-function would have been needed in the entry p-k+=4. The arguments for this ϕ-function would have been (%phi1,p-k+=3),(%1,store). Loops require additional treatment. If a value is created before a loop, but is alive (used) inside or after the loop, and the loop has at least one entry point, additional ϕ-functions are needed. First, note all the entries in such loops must be handled, including entries after the last user of the predicated instruction, since they are too on a path from the value’s creation to its use: a path that uses the predicated latch to go back to the loop header. Second, one more ϕ-function is required in the loop header. The loop header is not an entry point. If it were, the header would have been duplicated in the previous phase, and the new header could not be an entry point. The header has no uniform predecessor, but it has both a latch predecessor and a pre-header predecessor. A ϕ-function is inserted at the top of the header. If the predecessor is the latch, then it gets the value of the ϕ-function from the last entry in the loop. If the predecessor is the pre-header, then it gets the value of the last ϕ-function before the loop (or simply the original predicated value). The first ϕ-function (for this value) inside the loop, apart from the loop header, need to use the value of the header’s ϕ-function as the value if the predecessor is the predicated one. The first ϕfunction inside the loop is usually at the first entry point in the loop, but it can also be at the header of another loop nested inside the current one. For this reason, inner loops should be handled first. Predicated users between the loop header and the next ϕ-function should use the ϕ-function in the loop header. Our running example does not include such an example. Both of the variables %2 and %p-add are created inside the loop. Other variables, such as %pre-loop-val (which represents the result of executing k = k + 2) have no predicated version at all. To illustrate the case, we consider what would have been the case if %2 were created before the loop (but would still have %1 as its uniform version). Let us first clearly understand the problem created by a loop in such a case. Suppose the control moves from the uniform version into the predicated version using the entry in p-k+=4. Then the latch is taken, and in the next iteration the control reaches p-k+=3, which uses the value %2 (which is now assumed to be created before the loop, and not in the header). The value %2 was never created though, but its uniform counter-part, %1. Two additional ϕ-functions would have been required to solve this problem: one in basic block p-k+=4, and one in the new header. In p-k+=4 the function would choose between the value %1, in case the predecessor the uniform one, or the ϕ-function in p-k+=3 (named phi1 in Figure 9) elsewhere. Another ϕ-function in the new header would choose between the value %2, if the predecessor is p-preheader, or the ϕ-function just mentioned in p-k+=4, if the predecessor is p-latch. Finally, the ϕ-function in p-k+=3 (phi1), would choose between the ϕ-function created in the new header, or %1, if the predecessor is the uniform one.



1: (Before choosing the correct instructions’ arguments) 2: basic-block new header: 3: %2 = ϕ-function((%p-latch-val,p-latch),(%pre-loop-val,ppreheader)) 4: jump p-k+=3 5: 6: basic-block p-k+=3: 7: %k+=3 entry mask = %mask preheader to k+=3 8: %p-add = %2 + 3 9: %p-mod = %p-add & 0x2 10: %p-cmp = (%p-mod == 0) 11: %mask k+=3 to k+=5 = %k+=3 entry mask & %p-cmp 12: %mask k+=3 to k+=4 = %k+=3 entry mask & (not %p-cmp) 13: branch jump p-k+=4 14: 15: basic-block p-k+=4: 16: %k+=4 entry mask = %mask k+=3 to k+=4 17: %p-add2 = %p-add + 4 18: %mask k+=4 to latch = %k+=4 entry mask 19: jump p-k+=5 20: 21: basic-block p-k+=5: 22: %k+=5 entry mask = %mask k+=3 to k+=5 23: %p-add3 = %p-add + 5 24: %mask k+=5 to latch = %l+=5 entry mask 25: jump p-latch 26: 27: basic-block p-latch: 28: %latch entry mask = %mask k+=4 to latch | %mask k+=5 to latch 29: %p-latch-val = select(%mask k+=4 to latch, %p-add2, %p-add3) 30: ... 31: (After choosing correct instructions’ arguments) 32: basic-block new header: 33: %2 = ϕ-function((%p-latch-val,p-latch),(%pre-loop-val,ppreheader)) 34: jump p-k+=3 35: 36: basic-block p-k+=3: 37: %phi1 = ϕ-function((%2,new header),(%1, store)) 38: %k+=3 entry mask = %mask preheader to k+=3 39: %p-add = %phi1 + 3 40: %p-mod = %p-add & 0x2 41: %p-cmp = (%p-mod == 0) 42: %mask k+=3 to k+=5 = %k+=3 entry mask & %p-cmp 43: %mask k+=3 to k+=4 = %k+=3 entry mask & (not %p-cmp) 44: branch jump p-k+=4 45: 46: basic-block p-k+=4: 47: %phi2 = ϕ-function((%p-add,p-k+=3),(%add, store)) 48: %k+=4 entry mask = %mask k+=3 to k+=4 49: %p-add2 = %phi2 + 4 50: %mask k+=4 to latch = %k+=4 entry mask 51: jump p-k+=5 52: 53: basic-block p-k+=5: 54: %k+=5 entry mask = %mask k+=3 to k+=5 55: %p-add3 = %phi2 + 5 56: %mask k+=5 to latch = %l+=5 entry mask 57: jump p-latch 58: 59: basic-block p-latch: 60: %latch entry mask = %mask k+=4 to latch | %mask k+=5 to latch 61: %p-latch-val = select(%mask k+=4 to latch, %p-add2, %p-add3) 62: ...



Figure 9. ϕ-functions for Instructions’ Arguments



Users in the uniform version, which currently use the uniform value of the instruction, should also be considered. If there is a join point between the creation of the value and its user, a ϕ-function is needed at the join point. It should get the predicated value (the last ϕ-function created for this value, or the original predicated value if no ϕ-functions were created for it) if the predecessor is a predicated one, and the uniform value, if the predecessor is the uniform one. Users after the join point should use this ϕ-function in place of the original uniform value. Note that if the instruction declares a variable that is alive across loop boundaries, and thus has a loop blending value in the predicated version, then the value used in the join point should be that of the loop blending, and not the one that belongs inside the loop. Finally, considering the arguments for an instruction that is a ϕfunctions (not the ϕ-functions created in this phase) should be done slightly differently. The process of choosing which value to use as an instruction’s argument, depends on the location (basic-block) of the instruction. When considering a ϕ-function, the location that matters, denoted effective-location, is not the location of the ϕfunction instruction, but of the location of the predecessor relevant for the value. Note that using the effective-location of a variable which is an argument of a ϕ-function is a standard technique, not restricted to our work. For instance, it is also the logic used when analysing live variables. If a variable is used as a parameter to a ϕ-function, it does not mean it is alive at the location of the ϕ-function, but at the effective-location: the location of the predecessor corresponding to that variable. 4.8



Introducing Empty Mask Bypasses



Previous work [11] already discusses bypasses of empty masks. In general, inside the predicated version, if an entry mask for a block (region) is empty, there is no need execute the block (region) at all. When using our new vectorization process, bypasses of empty masks are still relevant, but only for divergent sub-regions. Bypasses for entire predicated regions (that are predicated subregions) are useless: our optimization effectively gives them “for free”. Consider our running example. It could be beneficial to test the entry mask for basic block k+=4 before executing it (inside the predicated version), and bypass it (jump over it) if the mask is empty. The same is true for basic block k+=5. However this is not the case for the predicated preheader. In contrast, previous works would consider a bypass over the entire region dominated by the preheader. If the entry mask for the preheader is empty, then the entire region can be bypassed. In our case, in the presence of the uniform version, this bypass is useless. If the preheader entry mask is empty, the control would not reach the predicated version in the first place.



Figure 10. Speedups Achieved (2)). The results of the non-vectorized version (1) are omitted, as they were generally significantly worse. Benchmark heartwall is an exception: the non-vectorized version is about 3 times faster than the other two. Recall that heartwall has much higher portion of dynamically divergent branches than any of the other benchmarks (Figure 2). The results show that our optimization improves performance significantly, yielding an average 1.175× speedup (geometrical mean). Our optimization performs particularly well on the lavaMD benchmark, offering a speedup of 2.36×. This is not surprising: in lavaMD, a particularly high percentage of branches consists of full masks (97%, Figure 2.) Benchmarks gaussian, kmeans, and nn are uneffected by our optimization, because their control flow is uniform according to static analysis [10], so no predication is needed. Although our optimization generally offers a nice speedup, in some cases it causes a slowdown. In the nw benchmark, this slowdown was particularly high, and reaches 27%. This suggests that a heuristic should be considered in order to choose when to use our optimization.
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Experimental Results



We implemented our algorithm within an OpenCL LLVM-based compiler. We used the standard Rodinia Suite [1, 2] to test performance. Rodinia is a benchmark suite designed for heterogenous computing. The benchmarks were run on an Intel Westmere server supporting SSE (128-bit vectors). Each benchmark was compiled and run in three different settings: 1) baseline, without any vectorization nor predication; 2) with vectorization and predication for divergent control flow only [10], including empty masks bypasses [11], but without our current technique; and 3) with vectorization, predication and the technique described in this paper. In Figure 10 we report the speedup of our optimization versus the vectorized version that excludes our optimization (i.e., (3) vs.
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